
1. Comfort Blend Plus liner with the stock �t pad 
based on the size of helmet ordered.  Notice that 

there are 4 seperate comfort liners around the 
crown of the head.

2. Pick the liner piece that you want to customize.  
Gently pull down on the top of the liner and �nd 

where it attaches to the impact liner with 
hook-and-loop.  Pull along the hook-and-loop 

connection to remove the liner pad.

3. Remove the pad from the helmet 4.  This is the location of the certi�cation sticker (SA2020, FIA8859 
or SFI24.1) for all G-FORCE Racing Gear helmets.  (Right side of the 
head under the comfort liner.)  Be careful: Any attempt to remove 
this sticker will cause the anti-tampering features to activate and 

void the certi�cation.  If that happens, there’s no replacing it.

Each G-FORCE Racing Gear helmet comes standard with several specially designed sizing pads that can be used in 6 
di�erent liner Fit Pads in your helmet (4 around the crown of your head and each cheekpad).  These sizing pads can 
be added (one at a time or in a stack) or removed all together to give you the greatest range of customization possi-
ble.  Need more padding on the sides of your head, add some.  Cheeks too tight?  Go to a smaller size pad or run 
without one.  It’s completely up to you.
Please follow the directions below to start customizing your G-FORCE Racing Gear helmet and head over to gforce.com 
for more indepth videos and details.  
A helpful tip: only remove one Modular Fit Pad at a time.  This will help ensure that you will be able to get the pad back 
in the proper alignment when you’re done.

With the launch of our Nova line of helmets we introduced our most innovative 
feature to date: The Comfort Blend Plus liner.  The Comfort Blend Plus liner is full 
of amazing details: a super-soft moisture-wicking knit material to help keep you 
comfortable and the TrackPat fabric pattern, that helps break up the hard edge 
that most helmets can create in your peripheral vision.  But the feature that sets 

it ahead of the competition is the Modular Fit Pad system which allows you to customize the �t of you G-FORCE Racing 
Gear helmet to �t you like no other helmet can.  Due to overwhelming demand, the Comfort Blend Plus Liner is now 
available on all of our Snell SA2020, FIA8859 and SFI24.1 helmets (excluding the GF1 Open Faced helmet). 
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5. This is the back of the individual �t pad.  The black 
hook-and-loop strip will keep the sizing pad in place.

6. Unhook one side of the black hook-and-loop piece 
and remove the stock foam sizing pad. 

7. Find the size pad that you want to use.  Here, we are 
changing the helmet from a 2mm pad to a thicker 4mm 
pad.  Making this �t pad thicker and tighter on the head.  
You can go with one, none or all of the provided sizing 

pads to �nd your perfect �t! 

8. Slide the chosen sizing pad back into the �t pad and 
gently push the black hook-and-loop piece to close it.

9. Line the �t pad back in place against the 
hook-and-loop and gently press the pad 

back in place.

10. One �t pad down and up to 5 more to adjust.  4 total 
around helmet and each of the cheekpads.  The Com-
fort Blend Plus liner makes your G-FORCE Racing Gear 

helmet �t like it was made just for you.
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